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PanhandkrApprehended
Jeft biB biIICol4 etl1lo (;qr
ier-Williams SlUdcnt CeaIIir aDd neecIed
gas lI10IICy 10 return 10 his CIII!IlUS.
Guest said that tlespitebis Jarsesizeand
A series of panhandling incidents Ibis ~ovcrbeariog presence." 1oImsoo was
week resulted in the apprehension of one polite and did JIOl act in a threaIeDing
suspect Thursday afternoon outside of 1D8IIIlCf. Consequently, Guest agreecllO
Blackstone dormitory.
give him money ande8COl1edtbeman back
The man, as described by wllneSSeS, was to his roolIl. After obtainiBg Ibree dolIaIII
approximately six feet two inches, broad from Guest. .JoImsoII asked for Guest's
shouldered and black.i-='He=bad=-very:=...:short=~.!.!return=:!:;.address,~=~used~
the resIr09IIl and WI.
hair and a scruffy
the donnltoI'y,
mustache. Accord- Guest said that despite his
Guestreportedtbe
ing 10 Stuart Angell,
sttaDge incideDt 10
director of Campus large size and 'overbearIi I a c ks ton e • ,
Safely,lbe suspect is ing presence,'
Johnson
housefellow.
Dan
Curtis Johnson of the
Polidoro, '90. who
New London area.
was polite and did not act called
Campu,
Johnson apparin a threatening manner.
Safety. Johnson was
enlly approached
then apprehended,
Haden Guest, '93, as
identified. onIeFed to
Guest was jogging past the library on return the money and escorted off campus
Thursday afternoon. Johnson introduced with a warning of future most.
himself to the student, claiming 10 be a
Atleast one other unreported incident
football player ftom the University of concerning a suspect of the same descripMassachusetts. Hesaidthathewasvisiting
tion occurred in the library on Wednesday
Connecticut College because he hoped 10 afternoon. Stephen Wandzy. '93, was apenroll in graduate studies at the college's proached while stodying.
"business school. "
The man maintained that -purely outof
Johnson told Guest that be bad abo
See Panh-'"
_mtp.6
_mindOO1y

Four Morrison Dormitory
Rooms Burglarized
Between those two evenings. over

has been taken from six rooms, estimated
victim Andrea Squibb, '90.
The third floor of Morrison dormitory has
Sincethemini-crimewave, students on the
been the hardest hit in a recent upsurge in hall have begun locking their doors and bave
crimes on campus, with four rooms in one become suspicious of hall-mates. Most stucorner of the hall burglarized last Monday dents believe that had a stranger entered the
night.
rooms, he would not have escaped notice.
According to Joseph Tolliver, dean of stuJennifer Harvey, '90, house senator of
dent life, there were at
Morrison, a friend of the
least eleven campus
'Someone decided that
victims and resident of
burglaries in the first
this is a supermarket and
the hall who has not lost
week of the new semoney expressed the
rnester,
they are going shopping,'
sentiments of many,
"Someone decided
saying "We think it's
that this is a super-Joseph Tolliver,
someone
we must
market and they are
Dean of Student Life
know, or who live on
going shopping," he this hall at least. "
said.
'---.
01 Squibbbad$2lstolen
In almost every incident, a student room
door was left unlocked and cash was stolen.
A car stereo worth about $250 also disappeared from South Lot last week.
Morrison victims suspect that a fellow stu-

dent may be responsible for the burglaries in
that dormitory. Someone stolecash from two
otherroomsinthatcornerofthehallthenighl
of the Christmas party shortly before winter

Features
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Although the memorial service for the Reverend Doctor Martin Luther King, Jr. started
thirty minutes late, in the words of Stephen
Scmidt, chaplain of the college, "the wait was
worth it."

Growing Up On the
Conn College Campus:
An Interview With
Morris Wessel

A. & E.

p.8

A Review: "Born on
the Fourth of July"
with Tom Cruise

Comics
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Deborah Norville
Looking "Decidedly
Delectable"

Sports

p.l0-12

Camel Hockey
Beats Assumption
and Suffolk .

The opening prelude was performed by the
Connecticut State Mass Choir, and included
several solos.
Following thecall to worship on the Book of
Genesis, Warren Wells, '92,gavea reading of
King's famed "I Have A Dream" speech,
adding a few notes of his own, including
references to freedom in the Pretoria of South
Africa.
Charlie Chun, '90, house governor of Unity ,
introduced Susan Williams-Smith, a graduate
of the Yale School of Divinity and pastor of

from a purse laying in her open room as she
talked to a friend in an adjacent room for
about20minutes. She said.however, that no
credit cards or other valuables were taken.
"We ...want to set a trap or something."

Randy Suffolk, '90, housefellow of Momson, doubted that the robberies the night of
the Christmas party and last week were related, but agreed that a student is probably the

break.

See Burglar\es

King Memorial Service Held
byWyanLowe
The College Voice

$400

by Craig Timberg
The College Voice

the Trinity United Church of Christ in Chicago,
lIlinois.
Speaking in memory of King, Williams-Smith
said "I have a problem with brothers and sisters
who say we're free." She discussed the contradictions between being 'free at last' and living in
present circumstances.
According to Williams-Smith, minorities are
trying to fit into a society that could not care less.
She cited examples of a few extra black firemen
or pulicemen, and maybe a slightly better standard of living, but then concluded that many are
still ashamed about being black. "We still think
we're free and we're so messed up," she said.
Williams-Smith continued to point out thegaps
in the realization of King's dream as she talked
about the lack of understanding of black ancestry.
The suffering and immense hardships as well as
theimportantcontributionsgounnolicednotonly
in the history books, but also by today's minori-

1M 51./ritanl.'ljrUan·5I.m,ritan Studtnt

p.6

Oryanizat·

af Con"',t",.t Colltg, prts,n IS:

${acl(:J-fistory

Month 90
ties.
Although her microphone stopped working
balf way into the homily, Williams-Smith continued to speak and received astanding ovation.
Grissel Hodge, director of the Minority Cultural Center, said, "The service reminded us all
of the work thathas tobedone. We'renotasfree
as we think, and the struggle will not be over
until everyone unites in the SlTUgglefor freedom."
The service' was sponsored by UMOJA in
celebration of Black History Month.

Steven Culbertson Named New Development Director
by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
News Editor

After two national searches and
almost a year without a permanent
director of development, Claire
Gaudiani, '66, president of the college announced at the end of last
semester that Steven Culbertson
would assume the responsibility.
Culbertson has worked for the
Chicage-based ftrm Sumner Rahr
and Company, where he was vice
president.
Culbertson planned giving programs at twenty-five non-profit
institutions. Collegiate clients include Carroll College, Hanover
College, Kellogg Graduate School
of Management at Northwestern
University, and St. John's Univer-

sity.
He has also worked for the Chi
Psi Educational Trust, The SBM
Monaco, and Twentieth Century
Fox, where he produced an interna• tional television program in Monaco.
However, Culbertson has little
management experience, and has
never been in charge of a development program.
"He has not been ...in a formal
line for a long period of lime where
he supervised people," admitted
Dorothy James, provost and dean
of the facully.
James, who headed the second
search, quickly added that based on
interviews she was confident that
Culbertson had the "personal quality" to manage effectively.

"We were all very impressed
with Steve Culbertson ...he brings a
breadth of kinow!edge and understanding," she said.
Julie Quinn, director of college
relations, attributed the two lengthy
searches to the fact that "a number
of colleges and universities are
searching ..right now [for developmentofficers]."
"We wanted to get the best person and if it took two searches,
that's fine," Quinn said. Over 200
applications were reviewed.
"I found him...to have a great
understanding of the college," she
said, emphasizing the need for fundraising.
Culbertson will assume the head
fund raising role and will oversee
the seventeen-person development

department.
James expressed confidence that
under new leadership the college
would no longer be tuition-dependent "That's not a healthy way to
live," she said.
Culbertson will assume the duties March I, replacing Jane Bredeson.secretary ofthecollege, who
has been acting vice president for
development since June.
Prior to that time, Lynn Clapham
was development director for one
academic year. Clapham was
Gaudiani's first major appuintment
as president of the college. However, when Clapham announced in
early March his unexpected plans
to resign, neither Clapham nor the
college administration would disclose the details.
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Isra,el, Dole and the Fight to
Come
by Andrew K. Schiff
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The collapse of the Eastern Bloc
has been hailed by many to be the
triumph of capitalism overcommunism, America over the Soviet
Union. What is becoming all too
apparent, though, is that with this
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and

rust-rate

military.

ica must now assume a large part of
the foreign aid that was previously
handled by the Soviet Union.
However, in this age of tightening
budgets and expanding deficits, the
money necessary for the Bloc's
fiscal resuscitation will be hard to
find.
In what will tum oul to be a turf
battle between the Congress and the
WhiteHouse, Sen. RoberLDole (RKansas) has proposed that the
United States reduce the outlays to
the LOpfive nations on the Foreign
Aid list by five perce;ll, thereby
creating a $340 million windfall
that could be channelled to the
developing economies of the Eastern Bloc. The nations that top the
list are, in descending order: Israel,
Egypt, the Philippines, Turkey ,and
Pakistan. These countries alone
account for 56.8 billion of a $14.6
billion foreign aid package de-

ReyJJll Mastrosimone
1Jw
io •
AdYCNIIDlodJ_.."

economy

in the past. Senator Dole, usually no
hero of mine, should be commended for stepping forward
against the powerful Israeli lobby.
A five percent cut in Israel's aid
package would amount to about
.$150 million a year. The cut need

PRODUCTION AND SUPPORT:

Acting Photo Editor (Newspaper)

Israel, the top receiver, is allocated
$3 billion a year to fund its sagging
Israel has organized an extremely
competent lobby that has been very

Lauren Klatzkin Fea1ures;
Co~y Cassidy Graphics;

Sarah Huntrey Iilews;
Dobby Gibson SpottS;
Katy Jennings ProdjIC'ion

in their efforts to attain marc funds.

triumph, the victor must also accept
the strings that once held the Bloc
together. More specifically, Amer-

AssocialeEditoas:

•

signed by the Congress.
The .Congress has historically
c.ontrolled the allocation of foreign
aid, allowing for the intense lobbying effonmade by certain countries

~--

successful

in securing aid packages

not stem from the economic

assis-

a sworn enemy, Egypt, into at least
a neutral pany.
An argument made by the Israeli
lobby against the cut has been that
the Soviet Union is still supplying
weapons to Syria, Jordan, and Iraq,
all major enem ies of Israel. True, in

the beginning of the Gorbachev era,
the Syrians did receive newer, more

advanced aircraft to replace the 80odd planes that were shot down by
the Israelis during the 1982 invasion of Lebanon but those shipments, which had never amounted
to much, have since stopped. Additionally, the Soviets have put the
Arab countries on notice that due to

a constricting money supply, its
mili1;lfy aid programs will be reduced. Also, Soviet approval of an

tance part of the package but could Arab invasion ofIsrael seems quite
come from the military. The Israeli
removed due to the recent meetings
military is recognized by many to between high level Kremlin and
be one of the most skillful and dar- Israeli officials about establishing
ing in the world. With the recenl 'diplomatic relations.
tacit acknowledgment that Israel
Israeli
national
security
will
does. as has long been susrected.
hardly be jeopardized by a $150
possess nuclear weapons, Israel's
million cut in foreign aid from the
military, and therefore regional,
United States. I must, grudgingly
power now completely surpasses
mind you, give credit where credit
anything its neighboring Arab
is due and congratulate
Senator
countries could hope to overcome.
Dole on his political bravery. Ionly
In addition, there has been no major hope that he continues what he has
Arab offensive against Israel since begun and has the steadfastness to
the Camp David Accords (1979- push this new proposal through the
80) that turned what had once been many roadblocks that lay ahead.

CONNTHOUGHT
College as Business: A Holiday Epiphany

r

~

1>
by Brian T. Fleld
Executive Director, Fund

The holiday season always
brings with it for me a time of reflection and, as we haphazardly
lurch ahead into the next decade
and I into my final semester at Conn
College, this past vacation proved
no different. Each new year we all
make certain resolutions, things we
hope to improve in ourselves, and I
resolved to examine my positions.
rather. my long criticisms of some
college policies.
One evening during my vacation,

whose purpose is to raise money
while wistfully reflecting upon my impede the academics of Conn
like any other business! Adminisfrustrations at being fined repeat- found me an almost instant critic,
trators and trustees' jobs are to
edly for parking outside the library most recently funnelling over $10
at 3 a.m.,l must admit to having a million into era.
persuade alumni to give the institustriking epiphany regarding not just
Since last year, when this longtion dona lions, and to solicitcorpoConnecticut College, but every time plan seemed to be growing
rations for the same.
While home, I spoke to my parcollege in this country.as with most· into a reality, I stood against the
ents who at one time refused to gi ve
discoveries, I found myself both renovation for several reasons but,
illuminated and desperate.
to abbreviate, it all came down to donations to their college alma mater for several years when, upon
Nowthen,foroveracoupleyears
_ the belief that we should be acaI have championed the cause of demically competitive before we paying a visit, they discovered the
pure academia, and managed to have the nerve to try to look like an filthiness of thedorms and the (relative) squalor in which people lived
find fault with everything that ivy league college. I argued that
on college grounds. Because of
might tarnish this idealized image; faculty salaries needed to be our
cosmetic appearances. donations to
we mightcall inhe College-as-Icon
foremost concern, and that major
that college. from my folks were
syndrome. Anything that might cosmetic overhauls should be delayed until (I) our faculty is paid at halted for some time.
It all comes down to marketing;
least the same as peer schools' facphysical appearance wins bucks,
ulties and (2) our academic reputaexecrable glitz is the key. In my
tion is boosted a few notches. The
era renovation seemed like just College-as-Icon mindset, I argued
that given two colleges exactly the
another facelift inspired to attract
students who were interested in same academically, one will naturally choose the better looking one;
college aesthelics, not necessarily
but since we are nOIone of the two
learning. The Icon seemed threatened, and I was disturbed by stu- .best schools academically in the
nation, we must first meetthechaldents who welcomed the expense
since we all were supposed to be so lenge of exceeding our peer schools
until weare on par with thenation's
intensely devoted to scholarship;
waxing with veritable paranoia, I best. In other words, academic
superiority should preclude further
even entertained the thought that
major aesthetic alteration.
the college was bribing us students
Oh, it certainly seems naive to me
with larger office spaces and better
facilities so that we might rally in now! I now understand that average
Joe Student is generally unintersupport of such changes.
To a certain extent, I still hold ested in such matters; most
applicants
dont research a
these as truths, but my enlightenment this past vacation regarded the college's faculty before they apply,
administrative point of view. I they look at the campus and make a
grappled with the fact that Conn is quickjudgernent, SowhalifProf. X
has written a dozen bocks and is at
not only a college, but a business

Giving the Drug War
a New Focus
by Jeffrey S. Berman
Managing Editor

Drugs. Noriega. Barry. Bush shows props. Bennett lambastes legalization. Naval warships might or might not form a blockade off Columbia.
Jails fill with more and moreabusersanddistributors while a kingpin here
or there is knocked off the ladder so two more can take his place.
According to recent reports, none of the recent "big wins" in the War
on Drugs has had any real effect on the streets. Dealers still proliferate and
prosper while users have encountered none of the projected price hikes.
Washington, D.C., the nation's capitol and the government's test city for
its new battle plans in the War has actually faced an increased homicide
rate over last year's record setting and nation pacing number.
Meanwhile, there are those who want help. Addicts in Washington,
New York City and Boston who want treatment can go to a local health
clinic, admit their problem, and promptly be placed on a six month
waiting list. One envisions the smiling clerk encouraging the addict to
stay clean, "Don't worry, be happy!" while he waits half a year for help
he may not then want nor be alive to get.
This is possibly the biggest failure of the War. Wealthy addicts can
shell out a few thousand dollars to attain ihe best available treatment in
the country while the poor must wait for aid.
Imagine if all drug treatment centers had six month waiting lists, even
the most exclusive and expensive. What if a Lawrence Taylor or Marion
Barry (should he ever admit an addiction) were put on six month waiting
lists. Envision the uproar. Butsince it's only the impovershed, who cares,
right? They can wait.
.
We spend millions of dollars (then add a billion in economic aid)
invading Panama to capture a high profile drug trafficker while of the two
new federally financed drug rehabilitation centers planned for Washington, D.C., neither will open on time and for one even the planning process has been put off. The lack of domestic concentration offunds and energy is literally deadly.
.
While it is too early to pass certain judgment on the effectivity of Wi 1.liam Bennett's Drug War battle plans, it is certainly time to open our eyes
to one side of the problem that is being grossly ignored. Effective
treatment is the key to reintroducing addicts as productive members of
society. It must be available to all.

the front of her field, does the
campus have a good student center't Least of applicants' worries is
how well faculty members are paid
(or not).
Alumni mostly fall in the same
kind of group. If the college looks
shabby, if the buildings are "out of
style", or the dorms (the ones easily
visible, that is) are a mass of peeling
paint, 'most alumni stop giving.
People want to see how good we
look towering o'er the Long Island
Sound panorama, and hear how
things are just getting better and
better, peachy keen at Conn College. Great phrases and catch words
rake in the dough from sentimental
graduates who have been away so
many years that the thought of a
Harris brunch brings tears welling
up to their eyes. Global decade.
Hallelujah! Viva, /a renovation!
Into the Valley of Deatn ...
College-as-Icon
just doesn't
stand up to the cold, steel reality of
College-as-Business;
unfortunately, the world doesn't run on
Ph.D.s, it runs on cash. Since neither current students, faculty, staff
(nor all of us pUllogether) head the
list of endowment contributors, we
must invariably take a back seat to
those who do. Hopefully, some
contributors might retain some of
that "naive" gleam, but I must confess that I cannot chastise the administration for appealing and altering the campus to the tastes and
desires of those people who endow
it; I just happen to be here.
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One day before its deadline, Iremembered
the health fonm required for matriculation at
Connecticut College. Frantically, I rushed to
the office of Dr. Morris Wessel, a family
friend and my pediatrician. AIw though Ihad not seen Dr. Wessel
I
~ for a year or two, he was very
helpful as he filled out the
trivia-height,
weight, pulse
rate-s-that the form asked for.
Penciling in the numbers, he
asked me what the form was for.
To my surprise, I left the office
holding a prescription blank with
a map on the back. Sketched in
were streets, homes, and other
places of interest in the Conn
area which he had discovered
during his childhood on and
around the camyus.
I returned to Wessel's office ~
over the winter vacation to find ~
out in moredetail what Conn was ~

.~
~
~
~

including a Ph.D., she was asked lO fill the
opening. She and her infant son arrived on
campus on November II.
Wessel's earliest memory concerns the
strict nurse's household where he lived upon
his arrival in the area. His first friend in the

The emir e area was basically undeveloped.

boarders in their homes.

Wessel's mother

Williams Street served as the main thoroughfare since Mohegan Avenue simply stopped
halfway through New London on the way lO
Waterford. Just over 100 students lived on
the Connecticut College campus. The only
buildings existing at that time were the dar-

did this on occasion.
"I would rummage in their rooms,"
Wessel laughs .
Another advantage Wessel gained by
being a 'faculty child' came every year during freshman orientation. "The first week of
college every year, they would
have a boat ride far faculty and
freshmen," Wessel explains. He
adds that these day-long cruises,
which included the children offac,
ulty members, were a bright spot
during his childhood.
Another element Wessel remembers from daily life at Conn is
the involvement
the students
maintained with the town of New
London. "Girls would walk to
town," he says. He also recalls the
trolley cars that ran into New
London. Two main attractions for
the students were the group of
department stores in the city and
Peterson's Tea Room, which was
similar to Rosie's, Norm's and

-----=:=::-----------------------------::::::::::l
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like seventy years ago.
Although many students have
had to explain to stunned friends ~
and relatives that "Connecticut .~
College for Women" is now a §
misnomer, the reality of men on U
.
Katharme
campus hasbccome well known.
In 1918, however, very few men lived on the
campus. Morris Wessel was an exception.
Wessel, who now lives with his wife in
New Haven, Connecticut, lived at or near
Connecticut College from infancy until he
left lo attend college. His mother, Bessie
Bloom Wessel, was a professor of social anthropology at Conn from 1918 until her retirement in 1953.
Wessel was about a year old when his
father was offered a position in the social
anthropology department
at Connecticut
College. Unfortunately, his father died before assuming his new position. When officials discovered that Bessie Wessel pos-

IROP.
Wessel has several anecdotes he
was told by his mother. Her pel
pee~e was a phenomenon which
occured every week during her
Friday morning classes. Wessel
explains,"The girls would come to

d

R1unt, second from left at the groundbreaking

of Fanning Hall, 1930

area was the cleaning woman, whose daughrnitories making up the quad, New London
ter, Lois Taylor, was one of the first black
Hall, and the library.
women to graduate from Connecticut Col"I remember when Fanning was built [in
lege.
1929-30]," says Wessel. "That was a big
Soon, they moved tojoin the many profesthing," he recalls.
sors who lived in New London and surroundAnother sensation occurred that same year
ing towns. As a result, says Wessel, "There
when Katharine Blunt was the first woman
was an interesting phenomenon of faculty
appointed to the position of president of the
children, and [was a faculty child."
college. The college community regarded
Wessel remembers theWrightsisters,who
her appointment as "a step forward," Wessel
founded the school in 191 I. He recalls that
explains. He adds that "great fanfare" acthe idea for Conn was born in 1910 when
companied her arrival.
Wesleyan decided not to accept women stuWessel also has vivid memories of the
dents. Wessel also remembers the anticipacreation of Vinal COllage, a cooperative
tion with which the public greeted the new
house which was the predecessor of today's
college. He ex- Abbey House.
plains, "It was
He also recalls problems that occured beSTUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR
going lo be a fore Palmer auditorium was built Since
FOR ONE OR 7WO TERMS IN
great new liberal
there was no hall large enough to accornmocollege
and
date all of the students and their families,
people looked at graduation was held outside. Wessel rememit with great in- bersseveral times that rain affected the event.
terest,"
More problems with the limited campus
When Wessel
arosewhenthecollege'senrollmentbeganlO
first arrived. "it
grow. Since only three dormitories existed,
Several college. of Oxford Unlver8lty have invited The
Waahlngton international Studlea Council to recommend
was a tiny camhousing was scarce. As a temporary measqua1lJled .tudenta to study for one year or for one or two
pus," he says.
ure, some professors accepted students as
term •. Lower Juntor etetue I. required, and graduate atudy
Is ava1lable. Studenta are dlrectly enrolled In their coUegea
ATIENTION- HIRING!
and receive tranacrlpta from their Oxford college; this ,. Nor
a PJ"OlV8III conducted by a U.S. College In Oxford. 3.2
Government jobs- your
minimum Index In major requtred.
An a1lernatlve program which I. spon8Ol"ed by a U.S.
area,
Unlveralty Is available for studenta with minimum 1ndexe. of
2.7. Studenta wID have social and athleUc Itgbta In an Oxford
$17,840 - $69,485,
college and the fee. are .ubstanUaDy less.

OXFORD

classes with suitcases ...as soon as the class
was over they would rush out.i.there would
be taxis waiting for them ...they'd go lo
Yale." A minority of the women. he adds,
went lo Harvard each weekend. Another
problem his mother faced was that "some of
them wouldjustcutclass on Friday, and they
would come back Monday all exhausted."
Wessel theorizes, "I have a feeling that a
lot of people chose Connecticut College
because it was close to Yale and they hoped
to catch up with Yale boyfriends."
Wessel continues, "[When [was] a child,
there was no Coast Guard Academy ....When
the Coast Guard first came, it was looked
down upon." Evidently, he adds, parents
thought that the cadets would compete with
men from more distant schools for their
daughters' affections.
The turmoil created by the growth of the
area also created much excitement. Wessel
remembers the houses he lived in. A particular favorite was on Valentine Lane.
Looking back at the entire experience,
Wessel says, "[remember it very fondly asa
child."

CAMPUS PIZZA

INTERN IN WASHINGTON, WNDON
WlSC offer•• ummer Intern.hlps with COngre.... with the
Whlte House, with the media and with think tanks.
Government and JournaU.m course. are taught by senlorlevel government oIllcla1., who are also scholar., and by
experienced JournaUata. Similar opportuntUea In pubUc
policy Internshlps are offered (with academic credltl In
London (FaD. SprIng and Summer).

WRSC
EO/AA

The Waslrlngton
International Studies CaUDell
214 Massachusetts
Ave., N.E.
Suite 450
Washlngton,
D.C. 20002'
(202) 547-3275

Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext-R 5754
ATIENTION:
EASY
WORK
AND EXCELLENT
PAY!
Assemble products at
home.
For details call
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. W-5754

Full menu, fast friendly service
Right to yo... GOOf.
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Call44~1933
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Percentages
Body Weight in Pounds

Drinks
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Influenced

100
.04
.08

120
.03

140

160

180

200

220

240

.03

.02

.02

.02

.06

.05
.08
.11
.13
.16
.19
.21
.24
.27

.05 1.04
.07 .06
.09 .08
.12 .11
.14 .13
.16 .15
.19 .17
.21 .19
.23 .21

.03
.05

.15
.19
.23
.26
.30
.34
.38

.09
.12
.16
.19
.22
.25
.28
.31

.02 .02
.04 .03
.06 .05
.08

.06 Possibly

-:til

I

I .09
.11
.13
.15
.17
.19

.07
.09
.1Ol
.12
.14
.15
.17

Rarely

.08
.09
.11
.13 Defi . I
.14 e nile y
.16

Infonnation Compiled from a Public Service Program by the
WINE & SPIRITS WHOLESALERS OF CONN.

Connecticut Implements
New DWI Penalty
by Haden R. Guest
The College Voice

As the war against drunk driving continues, Connecticut recently introduced its newest weapon: a law which is expected to help remove intoxicated drivers from the streets.
As of January I, 1990, if a driver's blood alcohol content (RAC) is
proven to be.1O or greater, or ifthatdriverrefuses to submit to testing, the
arresting officer will immediately revoke his licence and issue him a temporary pass valid for thirty- five days.
On the thirty-sixth day ,the licence would then be suspended for ninety
days, unless the driver requests a hearing.

At such a hearing, however, only four topics can be reviewed: whether
the driver was, in fact, operating a motor vehicle at the time. whether the
acting officer was justified in suspecting a DWI incident, whether the

dri ver was then arrested and, whether that driverrefused to take a RAC test
or whether the results showed a RAC of .10 or over. If these four points
are proven true, as the initial arrest indicated, the driver's licence suspension remains unchanged.
If a second incident occurs, a driver can face up to one year in prison, or
fines up to $2000, as well as a licence suspension oftwo years. If a third
offense is then reported, the driver must either pay up to $4,000 or spend

a max im urn of two years in prison and then lose his licence for three years.
State brochures advise, "The safest policy is not to drive after drinking.
Driving after excessive drinking is dangerous and punishable by law."
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Sloane Speaks At Chapel Rededication rf
by Sarah Huntley
Associate News Editor
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Common threads of openness,
respect for diversity and truth were
evident throughout the ftftieth anniversary "Service of Jubilee", rededicating Harkness Chapel on Sunday afternoon at 4:00 p.m.
Approximately 135 supporters
filled Harkness Chapel to celebrate
the dedication of the weather vane,
to mark the anniversary of the
chapel.
The Reverend Laurence A. M.
LaPointeexplained that originally a
Celtic cross was positioned on the
chapel's steeple. He cited the acceptance by the chaplaincy of other
non-Christian religions as the reason for the change, calling the
weather vane "a sign of our com-

mitrnent to openness."
The weather vane, designed by
James Gamble Rogers, was funded
by a generous gift from Mabel Alice Richard Waldschmiu, '42, in
memory of her husband.
The Reverend William Sloane
Coffin, Jr., president of SANE!
Freeze, began his comments by
supporting the interfaith chapel,
stating "I am quite sure that GodShe- is pleased." He added, however, that it should not be viewed as
a "comparative religion class,
which leaves us comparatively religious."
He then spoke about the connection between religion and politics.
Coffin, a renowned peace activist,
discussed the dangers associated
with the denial of faults and problems which sometimes accompany

the search for peace.
He urged Americans to follow ~
this policy of "voiceness" in Ibis"
country saying "we too have some- ~
thing to offer the burial ground of S
the world ...the notion that not only ~
are we the most powerful and rich- s:>
est nation in the world, but some- ~
how we arealso the mostvirtuous,"
Coffin

also specifically

ad-!

dressed a conflict which colleges

sometimes do not realize- the fact
that "every country's education
reflects the country's idealogy."
He continued, saying, "Most
graduates of colleges like this...are
part of the problem not the solution," and warned Connecticut
College community members not
to " ...sharpen your minds by narrowing them."

11IeStudentGovemmentAssooialloaA-"'Y
~
pII8Mltapi«eoflegislll,
lion involvingS~OrganizaIionsduringilSt'irsalllCOliDgofllte_decadealld--'.
semester.
BeIsy Grenier, '91, vice presideIlt of SOA, jlRlJIOSCd 1bat lite Head Tt ......... lIte Vice
PresidentofSGA. aIld the ~ofSIUdelltAl:tiviliesmeetllllaWllClkly
basisftlttlle
purpose of eomlllUl1ication.
PurtItemtore, Grenier proposed that the Vice President or an appolnted member of lite
Finance Committee be present during lite intelView aIld scIectioo pro<:ess of Sllldent Ot·
ganizaIion staff.
AccotdingIOOren~.therationalfor1bis·inputinlOhiring·isthatSGAprovIdes$6.ooo
for Student Organization's operation.
'We dQ pay their salaries, we should lmow who woI1csthere: she said.
"This participation _
that SGA can gatherinformatlon on potenIlaI candidales and
vocalize approval or dlsapproval,.,[These changes} will allow the SGA the voice aIld
CQntrOI we need in order 10 protect against ovetelqletlditure and regulate the use of the
StudentN;uvities Fund,' GrenieI's official proposal $lIlIt.d,
some~blyJDelnbelsql,lestloned.
"&Ibi$thebestileatwe~
JDSoPbToIIivtlf,
deanofSllldentli£e,repIledlll4twidianymoreregufa!lon.posiIlonswOuld"dlllinilelylbeJ
a political appoinlment; and cautioned against the ".investigation [of club IinaneesJ by an
arm ofSllldent government."
Niek Holahan, '90, house senator of Burdick, eaIIed Grenier's legisilltion "the perfect
moderate proposal." The Assembly voted unanimously in favor of the proposal,
During committee fOPOl1S. Tod Preston. '91, Judieiary Board ehalr, annooneed dIIIt
student surveys would-be boxed in the post oflIee next week.
Carla Munroe, '90, president of SGA. annooneed that the honse senator positiOOllfor
Harkness and Knowltondormitorieswereopen.
Furb-.!he
Shareholders Responsibilities Commiuee, the Philip Goldberg Internship CommiUee, aIld AAPC eaeh need one
member.
Furthermore, Munroe announced that the Publicalions Board needs ~wostudents-atlarge, who are unafftliated with any publication, as voting members of !heboard.
Jim Moran. '92, sophomore class president, announced the production of a supplementary phone list of swdents returning from study abroad programs.
Rich Hannah, '91, house senator ofSmitb, discussed C31DPlJl!
safety issues,locluding the
possibility of locking dormitory doors 24 hours a day. Hannah did not advoeate this
possibility, stating it would not improve safety. Healsospolceaboutinstallingcombinalion
locks on dormitory doors. Munroe said she favored a card aeeess system, wIlicb would be
slightly more expensive, but also more effective.
Kevin Dodge, '92, assistant to the president of SGA, annooneed that the sulH:ommiuee
on college holdings would recommend full dlvestmentlO the Sbareholders Responsibility
Committee, who could then pass the recommendation on 10!heBoard of Trustees.
Grenier announced that the Finance Commiuee had $6146 10alIoeate 10 clubs this
semester, and clubs should place theirrequests, Theamountcamefrom last semesler'sQub
Improvement Fund, money allocated 10!henow-deiunet publicalion The Echo, a pubIlention refund and a $2000 mistake made in estimating Ibeamount of students enrolled in the
1989·1990 academic year.
Tolliver announced that preliminary information sessions forhouSefellow selection wllI
be held Tuesday, January 30 and Wednesday. January 31 at 10 p.m. in the Windham
dormitory living room. Any junior who'is interesled mnst attend one of the two sessiOOll.

DECEMBER 1.

1982 SGA

ASSEMBLY

MEETING;

Roben Hampton, dean of the college, and Charles Lace, professor aIld director of
athletics, presented the approved plans for !henew College Centerand JleIlOvationplans for
the Athletic Center to the Assembly. Hampton said construetion will begin once threshold
funding of $2 million is atrained. The Assembly overwhelmingly approved the plans.
Hannah spoke about combination locks on donnitory lIoois, suggesting combination
locks with a combinations for North. Soulb and Central campus.
By a vote of acclimation, the Assembly approved theexecutiveappoimmenlSofMlehaei
Borowski, '92, house senator of B1acl<stone,aIld Grenier 10the PubIicalions Board.
. Jeannie Thomma, '9), Student Activities Council chair, annooneed that SAC had raised
over $2,00Q fltSt semester.
Tracy Va1IlIr1a,'90, senior eIass president, said ber C1ass bad raised $900 willi "

ArobOihon.

NEWS
networks
by Craig TIm"""
The College Voice

Trustees voted Wednesday to continue plans to
implement

a sophisticated

without requring a modem.

The elaborate telecommunications upgrade became practical because of the deterioration of the
campus's existing phone lines. Extensive digging

new telecommunications

network on campus by the beginning of next semester.
With the system. all dormitory rooms will have multifeatured phones. and students will pay an annual fee to
thecollegeof about$250 in addition tocurrentroorn and
by JacquelineSoteropoulos
board charges.
News Editor
With the approval of the Executive Committee of
the
Board
of Trustees. the college has selected a preA small group of Connecticut College students joined the ranks of
ferredcompany
and hopes tocomplete negotiations this
marchers at the New London Lawrence Memorial Hospital to express
week.
said
Tom
Makofske, director of computer and intheir belief in a woman's choice to have an abortion.
formation
services
for the college.
Over 100 people joined the march. which started at 1 p.m. on Sunday.
Student
and
faculty
phones will likely have speed
In addition to students. men. women and children from the New London
dialing.
conference
calling.
call forwarding. call waitcommunity walked in front of the hospital, bearing signs reading
ing, and voice mail. Voice mail is similar to an answer"Womens Choice. Not L&M" and "Pro 'Life' is a LIE."
Jane Torrey. professor of psychology. held a prorninante sign reading ing machine. but allows messages to be sent to multiple
"Pro Choice is Pro Woman" and "Why does it take 2 M.D.s approval at "voice mailboxes" so that a professor could announce an
assignment change without calling each student indiL&M for a woman to have reproductive choice?"
Cathy Panasuk, president of South Eastern Connecticut NOW. said. vidually.
Each phone will also have a security button or two"L&M does abortions. but it's the way they do abortions." According to
button
code which will immediately alert the Campus
Panasuk, the requirement for two doctors to approve an abortion limits a
Safety
guardhouse of the room number of the emerwoman's rights.
.
gency
call
and list the name of the studentthat the phone
Torrey called attempts to restrict abortions a "last ditch birth control
belongs
to
and any other relevant information. such as
method" and said the choice of abortion "needs to be available."
According to Torrey. the pro-life stance that the fetus is a human medical problems. Campus Safety will also be able to
"implies that pregnancy is unneccesary," and "suggests everything is done issue Security Alerts to every student's voice mailbox.
According to Carla Munroe. '90. president of the
by men."
Student
Government Association. those security fea"We want the government outside the inside of our bodies," she said.
tures
"sold
it to the administration."
Dan Cramer. '92. said "I would like to see more men here. it's a human
The
new
system will allow campus computers to
rights issue. not just a women's issue."
communicate
with
other personal computers, the librarA march on the state capitol in Hartford is planned for Sunday. February
ies
catalogues.
thecollege's
main frame and off-campus
4. at I p.rn. Interested students should contact the Women's Center.

and other work was necessary

to lay new wires, and

since the college's lease with the current phone
company is expiring in April. this is a good time toreplace a phone system that was rapidly becoming
obsolete. according to Makofske.
"We didn't have achoice on replacing the phone
system," he said. "We took something we had to
do...and decided to extend those benefits [to student
rooms 1," Makofske added.
.
The approximately $250 annual charge to students will cover cost for local calls. the room telephone, and various services. Voice mail will prevent
the extra expense of answering machines. In addition. there will be no hookup fee that Southern New
England Telephone currently charges.
The financial aid office will consider the telephone fee as a college expense. such as tuition or
room and board. said Munroe.
Students will receive monthly long distance bills
from the college. but will be able to select a company
of their choice at a five percent discount.
Since students pay long distance bills to the
college. however. the release of transripts or pre-registration could·be prevented by the accounting office
because of an unpaid phone bill.
Munroe supports installing the new system but
hopes to negotiate with the accounting office so that
unpaid long distance bills will not halt transcripts or
pre-registration.
The SGA Assembly voted overwhelmingly in
favor of the new system before winter break. with
only one dissenting

vote.
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Panhandlers Approach
Students

College Receives Grants
LuceGrant
Awarded to Center.
for International
Studies

., J.... oeIl ...

SoCeropeu ...

NeWlEdltor

The Henry Luce Foundation has awarded the col,lege $300.000 grant for the Center for International
Studies and the Liberal Arts.
Funding will come in three payments, S93,ooo,
SI2S,ooo and S82,OOO,over the next three years. It
will be used for adminislrative expenses.
"We heartily applaud your plan to enable students
majoring in any discipline to take a range of courses
with a truly international perspective and to become
citizens and leaders in the emerging global society,"
wrote Henry Luce III, foundation president.
Thecollege is seeking an endowment ofS7 million
for the center, and hasalreadyraisedadditional funds,
including a $66,000 grant from the Dana Foundation;
and the establishment of a Latin American studies
chair from the donation of an alumna.
Compiled from -DtJUliM'

I

Citicorp recently donated $7,000 to the college's
Minority Students Summer AdvancemenlProgram.
Accoring to Artbur Ferrari, program director and
associate professor of sociology, me program.
which brings promising high school students and
their teaehers on campus for three weeks of course:
work, costs $250,000 each summer. Currently the
college has raised S72,ooo for the 1990 program.
Furthermore, Ferrari said the college had several
other "firm commitments."
Fenari hopes to expand the program size from
90 students to 120, provided sufficient funding can
be obtained.
.
This summer, Donald Peppan1, Jr.• professor of
economics, John Burton, assoCiate professor of
anthropology, and Stanley Wertheimer, professor
of mathematics. will teach, along with several others to be announced shonIy.

Wave of Burglaries Hit
Morrison Dormitory
Comiruudfrom

p.l

warned

Minority Students
Summer Program
Awarded Citlcorp
Grant

that more serious

crimes

culprit. "I tend to think that it's could result from that problem.
someone on campus rather than
"I'm afraid for lots of our kids,"
someone off-cam~us~._"
~h~e:..:sa~id~.
-r
Suffolk con'I tend to think
Squibb. like
firmed that a
others on the
room on the
that it's someone
hall.
now
fourth floor had
on campus.'
locks her door
also been burevery time she
glarized
re- Randy Suffolk, '90,
leaves
her
cently.
Housefellow of Morrison
room.
"I
Tolliver em- L.~ __ IIIIIIIIII_';";_~__ ~ would never
phasized that in each of those cases. think to do it, but now I have to." she
the room was left unlocked. and said.

Conunuedfrom p.l
lated incident." This assumption
negligence'" he had left his wallet was further affirmed when the man
on "'the table' of a local failed to ask any surrounding stuMac Oonald's ...• said Wandzy. He dents for money.
again introduced himself as a stuAccording to Joseph Tolliver.
dent from the University of Massa- dean of student life. another panchusetts visiting the college as a handling incident was reported on
. potential graduate student.
Wednesday. A white male allegWandzy said he was suspicious. edly stopped a student near Jane
of the man's story because it Addams dormitory and asked for
seemed "rehearsed" and inaccurate. money. He was not apprehended.
Wandzytoldthemanthathehadno
"Anytime any student is apmoney. and the suspect left.
proached and made to feel
Wandzy did not report the occur- uncomfortable ...they should report
renee to Campus Safety because he it," Tolliver said. Incidents should
did not consider the man threaten- be reported to any dean. housefeling and assumed this was an "iso- low. or Campus Safety
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Earn free trip and big commissions by selling
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For more information call toll free at 800283-8767 or in Connecticut at 203-975-8833
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ATIENTION:
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MONEY READING
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HOME!
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(1) 602-838-8885
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Swanson Publishes Book
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"The Christ Child Goes to Court" Reviews
Controversy

;;.

Between Church and State

"Actually, one of my students
opment of a Supreme Court case."
by Stephanie Lutz
suggested that I write a book about
In this case, the Supreme Court
The College Voice
it," Swanson said.
.
ruled that the Nativity scene was
Swanson hopes the book will constitutionalbecauseitwasmixed
WayneR.Swanson, chair of the illustrate how the court system
with other symbols and therefore its
government deparunent at Con- works. He also intended that the purpose was not 10promote relignecticut College, has just;..,!:p.:ub:.-_-=boo=k::be:::an=.:in:::q:,:u::iry:.<..::in:::t:::o.::th:::e:.:i::nt:::e:.>rp::r:.e-_.::io::n::b::u~t
merely to acknowledge the
lished a book titled, "The
holiday season. Swanson

Christ Child
Court."

Gqes

to

The book gives the judicial history of the case in
which the American Civil
Liberties Union forced the
removalofaChristmasdisplay put on by the city of
Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
"When the case hit the

'I thought "[the Supreme

Court

case] was a good example to use in
classes to show the controversy
over the division between church
and state.'
f

Wayne Swanson, pro essor
and chair of government
-

papers, I was interested
because I grew up in Rhode
Island and so I followed the
story.
I thought it was a good
example to use in classes 10show
the controversy over the division
between church and state," Swanson said.
Swanson explained that he found
that students were fascinated by the
issue and had strong opinions about
the case.

tationofthefrrsumendmentissues
of church and state.
Caren Dubnoff, a professor of
government at Holy Cross College
is quoted on the hook's jacket as
saying, "No other hook of the same
genre is as useful as Professor
Swanson's in illustrating the interplay of local politics and the devel-
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Wayne Swanson chair of the government department and author of

"The Christ Child Goes to Court"

Medieval Forum at Plymouth Slate College.
The Edwin Mellen Press hasaccepted for publication his book "Peasant Bruegel and the Urban EWe

Culture."
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Arthur Ferrari, associate professor of sociology, published "Psychotherapy as an Educational
Process" in the fall 1989 issue of "Clinical Social Work Journal."
On January I, 1990, a ban on smoking in the common areas of
,
Blackstone dormitory became effective.
,
Robert Hampton, dean of the college and professor of sociology, presented a paper titled "Campus
The residents of Blackstone voted to make their dorm common room
Violence" at the annual meeting of the New England College Health Association.
(
smoke-free, restricting smoking to the hallways and dorm rooms.
Hampton, with Richard J. Gelles and John Harrop, also published "Is Violence iIIBlackFamilieslnIt had been decided by the Blackstone house council that all residents of
creasing? A Comparison of 1975 and 1985 Nauonal Survey Rates," in the November 1989 issue ot
the dorm should have an equal say in the decision. The result was a
"Journal of Marriage and the Family."
virtually unanimous vote to ban smoking.
There were various faciors involved in this decision, said Dan Polidoro,
ThomasR. H. Havens, professor of history, ison leave this semester researching a book. The book
'90, Blackstone housefellow. He cited the fact that it is an extremely small
will trace the history of the Seibu colossus from its founding in the early twentieth century to presentarea for many people to gather comfortably. Filling the room with cigarette
day Japan. Theresearch is supported by agrant from the NationalEndowment for the Humanities under
smoke aggrevates the situation, according to Polidoro.
its Fellowships for College Teachers and Independent Scholars Program. .
Blackstone's common room is now undergoing renovations, soon to be
completed, with new furniture and carpets. The house council was
M,J. Morse, assistant professor of botany, recently received an 518.000 grant from The Research
concerned that cigarettes would seriously damage these new additions.
Corporation. The award is designated as a William and Aora Hewlett Foundation Grant. which will
Dorm residents seem pleased with the change. Russ Finklestein, '90,
support Morse's research on "Ughl Signal Transduction in Tlwrmogenic Arum UIySpadix TisslU: A
Blackstone resident, calls the smoking ban a "momentous decision," and
added, " I thank God that I can now watch the television without getting
Pilol Study."
a splitting headache from that filthy cigarette smoke! "
Blackstone, however, is not the only dorm with a smoke-free living
Margaret Sheriden, associate professor of child development and director of !he speciaI needs
room. Smith dormitory also declared a smoking ban for its newly redecoprogram, Sara Radlinski, adjunct assistant professor of child deveIopmentand educalion director of
rated living room. Here too, the students were concerned that smoking
the special needs program, and Beverly Goldfield, visiting assistant professor of child development,
would damage new furniture.
..,
madea presentation titled "Early Inlervenlwn withanAtypical Preschool Child: A Ruponsiw: Moder
AnnCarberry,'90,Smithhousefellow,explainedthattheadmm~traUon
al the national Center for Clinical Infant Programs Sixrh Biennial NaIionaI Training Inslitute in
suggested the new carpet be contigent upon a no-smoking policy. I think
Washington, December I. 1989.
it is a positive change because the living room is much nicer. On theissue
of it being smoke-free, there are many other places [where smoking IS
Martin Sdaoepfer, men's baskethaII coach. publishedan article titled "TIwCombo Zone" in "T1w
permitted]," Carberry said.
Basketball Bul/elin," Winter 1989, pobIisbed by the National Association ofBas!relbell COldes
Jeffrey Berman, '93, co-sponsor of SGA smoking legslation, supported
the dormitories' moves and hopes the trend will continue. He said "What
Stuart Vywe, assisIantprof_ofpsychology,
wiD speadbisspriDgsemslllrsabbaticalltHamld
Blackstone did is exactly what our [with Alexander Barrett, '92, house
University fur in:hing beIIavilldl variability anllilloalies of dIaico.
senator of Windham l proposal attempted to do- specifically, protect the
rights of smokers and non-smokers alike to breathe clean arr 10 common ~ ••••
IIII
......
1I
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book will receive auention at universities and
law schools. He expects it
tobemorepopulararound

RobertBaldwin,assistantprofessorofarthistory,
wilichairasession on "{frban VallUsinNortlwrn
Renaissance Art" at the Sixteenth-Century SUldies Conference in San Francisco in October. He will
deliver a paper titled "Proverbs and the Power of Language in Bruegel."
On April 5, he will deliver "Investing in Nature: The Social Meaning ofllw LandscapesofPieler
Bruegel the Elder," ala meeting of the Renaissance Soeietyof America. He will delivCt a paper titled"ThePowerofNatureandtheNatureofPowerintlwUmbourg
'LaborsoftlwMonlh'" attheEIeventh

by Haden R. Guest
The College Voice

~

strict separation between
church and state.
Swanson hopes the

Christmas time when
these Nativity
scene con.
troversies erupt.
The illustration on the cover of
the book was done by Martha
Wakeman, who teaches studio art
classes at Connecticut College.
Thehardcoveradditionwaspublished in January 1990 by Temple
University Press and sells for $28.
Swanson hopes the book will also
be released in paperback.

Renovated Living Rooms
Smoke-Free

•s

explained that he disagrees with the decision
because he believes in a

Susan Am_n,
assistant professorofhistory. presented a paper, "Violence, P_
and rite State
in Early Modern England," at rhe meellng of the American Historical Association in December.
'
Also, Amussen has been invited to serve on the advisory board of !he Centet for Renaissance and
Baroque Studies at rhe University of Maryland.

spaces.
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Oliver Stone's "Born on the Fourth of July:" Overpowering but Cliched

~
~

g

Kovic, but Oliver Stone's shouted
messages threaten 10 drown out his
careful details completely. Perhaps
he will eventually learn 10 whisper
a little better, and then we will gel a
movie which does not shoot itselfin
the foot.

r:---------g
by 81.... O'R-'t.

the sixties and early seventies as
Ron
becomes first a symbol of gulJ:
T'be C08ep Voke
lible youth, and then transforms to
,.;
become one of the embittered vetBorn on the Fourth of July" is erans.
One of the most surprising ast=:; the lates; Vietnam movie to hit the
pects
of "Born on the F owtk of
§ silver screen. Starring Tom Cruise
~ as Ron Kovic, this Oliver Stone Jldy" is thefacl thai Tom Cruiseac~ fibn tells the true story of Ron' sex- tually acts well for most of the
perience in the war, as well as the movie. Especially during the crucial scenes of finally confronting
I;) troubles that plagued him upon re~ turning to the United Slates, having his family, Cruise is more than just
a superficial hotshot. The many
10 deal with his status as a veteran of
goodscenesdoconfmn hisincreasan unpopular war.
ing maturity as a versatile actor, but
Born 00 the Fourth or July Is playlne:
he is a bit unbalanced at times - il is
. Mystic Village 816:30 " 9:10
obvious thai he is not yet comphone number- 5,36.4227
. Waterford Cinemas at 3:30, 6:30 &:
pletely sure of what consistently
9,30
good actiog involves. Even so,
phone number- 422-6880
Cruise is terrific here and should be
respected for a monumental perStarting off with a vision of Ron formance.
This is obviously supposed 10 be
as a young boy, fascinated by war
and dreaming of the romantic life of a movie with a very 'powerful'
a soldier, the movie then looks at his message. Although we do come
away with a strong sense of the
subsequenttourofduty in Vietnam.
Ron's fanatic patriotism and re- struggle of veterans for their pride
and respect, ali ver Slone's slyIe of
spect for authority become central
ideals in the young man's desire to directing does not al ways serve the
movie well. Like his earl ier attempt
do the right thing for his country.
at portraying the Vietnam War
He returns confused and hurt-but
proud-to acountry which does little ("Platoon"), much of the movie is
bUIprovide revolting veteran facili- overpowering and cliched.
In the war scenes of "Born on the
ties and mock his warped sense of
Fourth,"
we an; subjected 10 those
duty.
;
We are given a thorough and standard 'moving' shots of a body
spellbinding look at the protests of being silhouetted against a blood-

~-----------
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sponsored by

I. Whal film won best picture for 1953?

Recent Ceramics: An Interview
with Professor Leibert
'I have deal I with weeds and this type of
firing or 21 years," says Leiben.
When creating a piece, Leiben says, "I
know I'm working towards an idea and the
"Recent Ceramics/Recent Photographs"
idea somehow doesn't come to rest in the
opened Wednesday
afternoon at the piece. You have to live with a piece before
Manwaring Gallery in Cummings Art Cen- you can understand it."
ter. The exhibition features two of Connecti"Maggie's Secret" (1990) is one such piece
cui College's own- Peter Leibert, chair of not yet understood by Leibert. The threethe art department and an artist in clay. and dimensional hanging sculpture has a mounTed Hendrickson, professor of an and a lain in the foreground and a ceramic penny
photographer.
,------------::..,
doll with no appendages
Leibert
has been
lying behind it. A stu["Maggies's Secret"]
working with stoneware
dent asked Leibert what
for twenty-five years.
has a mountain in the' the sculpture and
The majority of the
foreground and a ce- Maggie's secret meant.
pieces displayed were
He replied, "Her secret
fired in saggars, protecramie penny doll with
can be whatever you
live conlainers
thai
no appendages lying
want il to be. Maybe
house the clay piece.
she's making love,
..
behind it.
Ihe sagmaybe she's dead ..J
T radlllOnally
gars were used to prodon 'I know."
lect the clay from the
Hendrickson's show,
wood ash encounlered iot he wood fIring subtitled "The Landscape as Site and Sight,"
process. Today they hold highly combustionis a series of photographs designed 10 illusalble malerial, such as horsetail weeds, trate the disappearance of the New England
which are used strictly for design effeclS.
landscape. Due 10 an illness, Hendrickson
was unable 10be reached.
Lisa Allegretto
Editor-in-Chief

Headache Relief Program
Do you suffer from migraine and/or tension headache? Applications
are now being accepted for an 8-week program of headache selfmanagement. Hours arranged at convenience of individual. Begins early

February. Free of charge.
For information

..

call the Department of Psychology, 447-1911, Ext.
7345, Mon.·Fri., 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Applications will be accepted through
February 2.

DOMINOS:

2_ What is Sam Goldwyo's original last name?
3. What actress was known as "Lulu"?
4_ Fred A.sIaire sang "Lovely 10 Look at» in what

. Next week in Arts and Entertainment:
A review of Professor Tom Hendrickson's photography exhibit "The
Landscape as Site and Sight," presently featured at Cummings Art Center.
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OF 1989!"
"TWO
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EBERT

"DAZZLING!
HIGH-SPIRITED,
HILARIOUS AND
SCORCHINGLY EROTIC!"
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Presented by:

CASTLE COURT CINEMA
Saturday, February 3
7:30 p.m .
Palmer Auditorium
All seats just $2.50!
CaJl447-7802

for more InformatioD.
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New

With intosh
.you can even do

•

Macintosh" computers have always been easy to use, But they've never
been this easy to own, Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through]anuary 31,you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple~ Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.

.

Open ..•
Close

.

............................................................

Print...

3€P

Quit

3€Q
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The Macintosh Sale.
NON through january 31
Connecticut College 'Computer Store
Lower Level of Hamilton Hall
(Near the Textbook Annex)
o 1989AppJeComptJlfI; me. Afrk,

the Afrk/qlo.and

Macintosbare registmd Imdemrrisof

AppkCcn!ptJler,

Inc.
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~ Men's Squash:

~ Loss to Fordham,
~
Tough Season Ahead
8

.g

the players bUI doesn't prevent
competition." The team also seems
r::
The College V oke
to ~
ree Itha t they ha ve ad equetetecn-h
nieal
knowledge in order to help
.~
With an official record of 1-2,
coach
each other.
:: the men's squash team is eager La
This
past weekend, Conn hosted
~ prevent themselves from fallingbeFordham Univerhind. Until the
sity. Clearlyavery
Inter-Collet! giates at Uniwell coached and
'We're
having
some
minortroubles
talented
team,
versity
of
Fordham
won
their
Pennsylvania
and they do keep us from winning
games
with
confiin late Februwhen we should.'
dence. Conn lostto
ary, they will
Fordham 8- I with
face the most
Tom Kessler, '92,
difficult pan of \
me sole victor.
their season.
Captains Char- ~
This
past
lie
Forbes,'90,
and
Paul Harris, ~
tage
that
many
other
schools
have
is
weekend, the Conn squash team
'91,
manage
all
ten
players and ~
a
supply
of
freshmen
every
year.
played what they seem to feel are
despite frequently being tile under- 1i
two of the most important matches This year not one freshmen plays
dogs keep a very formidable end ~
for Conn.
this season: Fordham and Army.
"The entire learn is fairly close in up on the courts for Connecticut ~
"We're having some minor
troubles and they do keep us from terms of ability, especially one College. The key to doing that? ~
Says Pat Fischoeder, '90, "Every- ~
winning when we should:' one through five on the ladder," said
anotiler player, "so not having a one here wants to play and loves
lE~~::....:::~~~~~~~"::::::::=~~~~~"::~~
playersaid.
The men's squash team
Asked if their lacking a coach coach really takes pressure off of the game."
;

8

by John c .... y

this year has taken a loll on their
perfonmanee, the teamresponded
with optimisirn. They say thai undoubtedly a coach would help but
that it is not an issue in terms of
winning matches. Anomeradvan-

l;""O

The College Voice is looking for qualified individuals to fill the following positions:

Managing Editor
Associate Publisher
Photography. Editor
CONNThought Editor
Associate Managing Editor
If interested, pick up an application in Cro 212
or contact James Gellert, 444-9147, for more
information.
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swimming:

Camels Swimmers Well Prepared for the New Year
by John Blrnstell
The College Voice

The Connecticut

College men's

and women's swim teams have re-

turned from winter break and are
looking forward 10 continuing their

season.
The swimmers returned to Conn
a week early to practice twice a day
in preparation for their meet at
Clark. The hard practices took their
toll on the tired Conn teams as the
women's team lost 127-64 and the
men were also defeated 136-55.
The Camels did, however, have
some outstanding individual performances.

-

The women's 200m ~

medley relay team placed first with
alimeof2:05.28.
The men's 200m
relay also placed first with a time of
1:48.90. Greg Rose, '93, placed
first in the 200m breaststroke as did
Laura Ewing '93 in the 100m frees-

'5
:::
~

<3
~
'Q

led by tn-captains Nikki Neviaser,
Sarah Rosenblatt and Louise Van
Order. Without the large number
of swimmers to ftll up the lanes the
Camels come up short on points
but not on talent
Two new additions have helped
the Connecticut swimming program immensely. One of the new
additions is Christy Watson, a talented transfer student from Fairfield University. The second addition is Maureen Faley. who was an
all-american last year at Tampa
University and who is now an assistant to Head Coach Hagan.
Coach Hagan sees the Camels'
chances against Salem State on
Tuesday as a chance for both the
men's and women's teams to post
victories against a tearn which they
beat last year.
As for the future, Hagan believes that the teams should do well
in the New Englands. Hagan also
"would like to see a few more fans
come out and support the team."
The Camels' next home game is on
February 3 against Brandeis.
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tyl;hewomen
had a meet at Welle- ~
sley where,although they lost 12076, they had outstanding individual
Camel Swlmmmg
performances
again
by the
Head Coach Doug Hagan feels
women's 200m medley relay team
that the team did not return from
and by the 400 freestyle relay
winter break in as good of shape as
teams.
he had hoped and he would like 10

beable to spend a week in the South
on a training trip.
One major problem for this year's
team is its youth and lack of depth.

Camel Winter
Sports Action
"'-ce Hockey:

The men's team is composed

of

only one senior and one junior, cocaptains B ill Pitt, '90, and and S teve
Stigall, '91. The women's team is

K_e_v_in--;:-~=.:.-=~~=dlb1-o-r-n-e-r---

1,

;Z11 Bentley 7:45 p.m.
2/3 Wesleyan 2 p.m,

Men's Basketball:
1/30 at Coast Guard 8 p.m.
2/3 Trinity 8 p.m.

Women's Basketball:
1/30 Coast Guard 6 p.m,
2/3 Trinity 6 p.m,

Men's and Women's Swimming:
1/30 Salem State 6 p.m,
2/3 Brandeis 1:30 p.m,

Send your answers 10 box 3370 by Friday. Those who send in all the
names printed in next week's column.

correct

answers wiD have their

This week's quesaons;
1. Who is theonly college basketball coach who has coached a le/IIII in the Big East. the Big Ten. and
the Atlantic Coast Conference? What schools did he coach at?
2. Wbo is the current scoring leader in college basketball?
3. Five professional sports teams nicknames do IlOlend with the letter"s·. What are they?
4. In 1990 who will be the highest paid baseball player and how much will he make?
5. Whatle/1111 holds the record for the least yards in rushing in a Superl>owl?
. 6. Who
w the the JongtlSt touehdo n
in Su~l?
Who ca~t
the ~

Women's Squash:

Winter Intramurals

2/3 Amherst 11 a.m,

Come out and support
Camel Winter Sports!

Men's Floor Hockey
A.League Basketball
Racketball Tournament
Call the Intramural Office, ext. 7683, for more information

CAMPUS
.SPIRIT SHOPPE

the

We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers

EMPORIU

Fine Wines & Liquors Daily Numbers
CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCATION
469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN THE HILL) 443-637 I
~

I1.ke

exit 89 off 1-95 to 15 Water Street, Hbtoric Downtown Myatic·

536-3891 • Open 7 Day ...

•

SPORTS
Camels take to
tbe Slopes

. Ar~

1IIlISf'yros. '92.finished in the topsix
forbolhdays. Leslie Goodwin. '90,
Mare Neary, '90, Liza Livingston,
'92, and Cindy Lehman, '90, were

conslstant performers as well.
Newromers Christy Mahoney, '92,

Ice Hockey:

Conn Defeats Suffolk and Assumption
by Tim Armstrong
The College Yoke

The Connecticut College Men's
Hockey had a successful week takingtwoofthreegames.OnJanuary
18 the Camels beat Suffolk, 6-4.
"Suffolk played very aggressively .taking the body as much as
possible," said Camel's Head
Coach Doug Roberts, But the Suffolk team payed the price forphysical play-penalties.
The Camels
capitalized on man up situations.
scoring five power play goals.
Mike Moccia, '90, had a solid
outing, scoring three goals and two

assists. Coach Roberts felt that
Moccia played at a level above
anyone on the Suffolk team.
After a couple of days ofproductive practice at Dayton Arena, the
team was on the road to Assumption College. This was to bea night
of momentum. The Camels started
off tough, hitting the open man and
moving the puck well. But half way
into the first period the team lost its
concentration and intensity. Coach
Roberts saw the period as ..frustrating, knowing that the team could
play at a much higher level."
He also added that goalie Jim

Garino, '90, played an outstanding
game. "Garino kept us in the game.
He stopped about fifteen point
blank range shots."
Going into the third period, the
Camels found themselves behind
4-2 to the Assumption team, However, with Garino keeping the defense strong, the offense took over.
Doug Roberts, Jr., '91, Rand
Pecknold, '90, Jeff Schaffer, '90 ,
Joe Cantone, '99, and Moccia all
chipped in with a goal. TheCamels
had really worked hard for the win,
scoring four goals in the third period. winning the game 6-4.

and Bibb! Andresen, '93, tamed in
impressive limes as well.
t1le Conn men also did an out'
SllIIIding job. Despi~ a painful
hand injury, Dobby GibsPn, '93,
finished with the best ~ for the
COnnmenonthefJ1Sl:dllS'.1)aytw~.
unveiled great petf{)I1llances
wiley velllWlSPeter MacGo

'91,andS~vesman,
Davis. '92, Andrei
and Jack

'9L

~Iylneac

Men's Basketball:

Camels Beat
Wesleyan
by Tim Armstrong
The College Volee

On the Friday before most ofthe
students had returned back ",0
school, the Men's Varsity Basketball tearn fell to a wily Eastern
Connecticut State University team
as the first pan the Liberty Bank
tournament. While Conn did not
play well atall, the strength of'Eastem Connecticut pushed them into
the consolation match the next day
against Wesleyan who had lost to
Trinity.
On Saturday, Conn faced its rival, Wesleyan, to whom they had
lost to rather badly early in the season. That day Connecticut College
surprised Wesleyan with a well
played, 68-66 win to throw an
overconfident Wesleyan tearn into

last place at the tournament. After
outshooting Wesleyan to a four
point lead by the half, Conn then
kept Wesleyan at bay for the rest of
the game, never allowing them the
chance for a significant lead.
Last Tuesday proved to be glum,
though, as the Camels were beaten
by Amherst in a not-so-very-c1ose
game but still one fromwhich they'
may learn. With a week to practice .~
before a big game at the Coast ~
Guard Academy on January 30,!,

Conn has a chance to tum around 8
after its loss to Amherst.
~

With a record of 7-4, and the ~
addition of teammate Mike Yav- ]
inski from abroad, Conn could ';:
show that it is not a sub .500 team. i;:
With II games remaining after 1\
CGA, who knows where the Camels will go.

;.;;~~~;;;;.;;~~~"""':~~~~~~~~~~~::::~~~=

Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to the WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM. The Camels
defeated Vassar on Saturday to up their record to 8-2. - WHS

